Varsity Teams Travel; Court All Stars Chosen, Volleyball Finals Narrow

Varsity Athletes Destined for Bermuda, New York, Sunny South

The Rugby Club winger north to Bermuda last night at the invitation of the Bermuda Rugby Association. The Buggers will participate in one of the world tournaments put on for the岛's Annual College Week. There will be competitive contests such as golf, tennis, and a round robin rugby tournament.

The MITAA is feeling a large part of the bill for the eighteen players this ten-day holiday and as the team has been looking very good, it is hoped they will bring home a large number of Wellesley kilo ft.

Cover '60 round out the squad.

Later this spring the Cardinal and Gray will play such teams as Amherst, Dartmouth, and Yale but they are not able to be able to play their usual opponents Harvard and Princeton, as East teams canceled their games canceled for last week and this respectively. The Cardinal and Gray, 18 strong plus coach and manager team for Long Island today.

Lacrosse Squad to NY for Four Games

The varsity lacrosse team travels to New York for its opener against Hofstra University. The Cardinal and Gray, 18 strong plus coach and manager team for Long Island today.

On Tuesday the Tech men depart from Hempstead for Hoboken, New Jersey, and games against Stevens Institute of Technology. Wednesday they go to New York for a contest with CUNY. On Thursday they return to Hofstra for a game against Penn State.

"Good showing"
The stick men began practice March first and should be ready to put up a good showing against top rated Hofstra and Penn State. Later in the season the Tech men will meet Brown, Harvard and Yale.

"A company that plans far ahead gives me the chance to work out my future"

"Pleasing design is no accident," says 32-year-old TV set designer Richard Montmeat. "It takes creative ability to develop new product designs - including some for products which won't be on the market for several years. Ever since joining General Electric, I've had the opportunity and challenge of working toward the dreams of the future. As I see it, a company which plans ahead gives me the chance to work out my own future, too."

The creative accomplishments of Richard Montmeat have already brought him widespread recognition. He was awarded design patents in 1950 and 1956; he won the Industrial Designers Institute Award in 1955; and his design for the 1958 General Electric 17-inch portable television receiver was selected for showing in an international design exposition in Milan, Italy.

For his creative design - making appliances more enjoyable to own and use - is an important factor in our nation's growing use of electricity and in our constant search for improving. Planning now to satisfy future customers is important not only to the continued growth of the electrical industry, but to individual progress as well. Opportunity for long-range planning is part of the climate for self-development, individual progress as well.

RICHARD MONTMEAT is a 1957 Industrial Design Graduate of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York. He joined General Electric's Industrial Design Department in 1958.

"Six favorites John Chisholm '61 and Ray Landis '61 proved the To's to win when the finals were played on the home court. Bob Weight '58 showed up strong for the home team.

The second game of the night found two undefeated teams, Sigma Chi, Alpha Epilson E. and Graduate House B emerged as the only remaining contenders for the intramural volleyball title after the games played Wednesday in the arena. During the evening Phi Delta Theta A and Lambda Chi Alpha B were eliminated.

The most interesting game of the evening found Phi Delta Theta A matched against Phi Delta Theta B to determine who would drop out of the playoffs after three nip and tuck games, the "To" team, composed of all freshmen and definitely the underdogs, found themselves on the winning side, 16-18, 15-13, and 15-2.

Winners are guaranteed right to half a share in the barns."

"Duel" was the highest score fired by the Tech sharpshooters during the past season, while Charlie Billg '58's and Emil "Easy Uno" Ingardson are the GB)CRL invitees that are being held by both teams somewhere in the Boston area.

The date of the game has not been set, but "negotiations will begin in the near future" commented Dave Packer '59, The Tech Sports Director.

"At the present time, almost all ex-

The game will be played in the GB)CRL, the only game to be played in the Tech Volleyball finals this year.

The winning side, 16-18, 15-13, and 15-2, is as follows:

George Gardner '59 Beta Theta Pi
John Sperchet '58 Phi Gamma Delta
David Crockett '58 East Campus
David Gardner '60 Alpha Epilson Pi
David Gardner '60 Alpha Epilson Pi
David Gardner '60 Alpha Epilson Pi
Robert Willis '60 Sigma Chi
Richard Heath '58 Pi Kappa Phi
Weyward Tannant '05 Washington
Edward Grebe '58 Pi Kappa Phi
"Four Remain in Volleyball Finals"
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